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INTRODUCTIONr

'"What goes up must come doWn," is a common phrase based on. fact. There
1 4

little anyone can do to control the law of gravity. However; how one

goes up and down is someth i n g aperson usuaqycan-cort90,.

Ascending an descending ladders andscaffolding,are serious matters.

If certain safety rules are not followed, taming down from a ladder orscaf-
-

folding can be a very painful experience - possible even atal. A fall from

a height, of just five feet can be fatal - depending on how the person land's'.

(on the feet or on the head) and what he or she lands on (sand or concrete).'

Fall's from
110

a ladder or scaffolding can be'causedby unsafe acts or un-

safe conditions - or by a combination of both: Unsafe conditions are cor-

rectable and therefore thould never be allowed toexist in a workplace. Un-

safe iaKts are the worker's responsibility, and so on..ly the, worker can guard

against their occurrence. Both workers and employers must be aware of the
.

potential hazards of ladder and scaffold use and guArd against them.

The proper construction, use, and maintenance of portable and fisted

ladders will be described in this module. Safety Precautions and regula-

tions that apply to ladders will also be dfscussed, as will the handltkg and 1:

storage of ladders.

Thi.ee types of scaffolds - built-up, rolM(12z.ed suspension,- will be

presented, and their safe construction and use will be outlined. Safety

r features included in the construction of scaffolds will be described, as

well as personal-safety devites.

r OBJECTIVES

,
( . . .

Upon completion of this module, Ihe student should be Able to:
,

1. Nameltwo ways to reduCe,accidenis assoialed With ladders., (Page 3)

' 2. Describe four .types of portable- ladders thAt'are commonly used. (Page,

5)

3. Name three practices:,to avoid when using a stipladder.,, (Page 6
/

4
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,List procedures for safe use of straight,ladders and extension lad-

ders. (Page 8) r'

5. State four 'features of the correct storage of ladders. (Page.11)

6. Describe three types of protectionthat oan be used `with fixed ladders-

.to prevent a worker's uninterrupted fall. (Page'13)

7.- Name four haiards.connectvd with scaffolds.( (Page 16)

8. Define three types of-sea ffD10. Page 18)

9. Define rolling.sdaffolds and three'safety rules that apply to them.

(Page 20)

10. Describe suspension-scaffolds and
1t%hree

safety procedures that relate

\ to theim (Pagb 22)-

A
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SUBJECT MATER

OBJECTIV E t Name two ways to reduce accidents asso-

ciated with ladders.,

Most people d% not think of a ladder as a tool. Actually, it is one of

the most commonly used tools. Ladders are used in almost all workplaces -

"including industriet, construction sites, offices, and homes. Bechuse a

ladder is such a commin sight, it is often regarded as harmless. In real-
, .

ity, a ladder can be very hazardous device. This is:because the most com-
p

^monoaccident occurring from the use of ladders is a fall from one level to

another, Such falls usually result in serious and soMeti s fatal in-

juries.

On-the-job injuries from falls are common and often serious. han

500,000 persons are injured each year from falls that occur on the job . Of 11

. these foils', 3,000 result in death Jar permanent, total disability and many

of these falls are from ladders or scaffolds. Accidents maybe events that

-occur' unexpecIrdly, but they do not occur by chancei :Thisfmaxim is espe- ,

cially true of accilepts that occur in the workplace. In order .for acci-

dents tn'the workplace to be prevented, both employers and employees-must

accept that\all accidents have causes and that those causes must be detected

and cotTected. . ,...-.

. Two
''measures

th'at can help reduce the number of accidents occurring
...

fititiDaddersare: (1) to eliminate the use of unsafe ladders, ind-(2) to

elimiliqe the u,hsp4e use of ladders. These measures can be'carried out byil

,- .. 4.

. .

rigi"d'inspect,ipp of ladders and'of the workplace and by proper use and main-

tenance of ladders, and'y regUlar physical examinations of the, workers.

jegillar phySical eiami tions for workers will help to determine phys-
,

ical ,dfsabilities Whith c' restrict a worker from working on 'a ladder.
t

Forexample,d worker witff.a serious heart condition should not be required

to climb a ladder. Also, it is pot recommended that a worker with a severe

hearing impalrment work it heights, because this worker Could lose his or
, . ,

Iler'eqUiii$riA andJall°from the ladd4r.or scaffold. Climbing a ladder

shyd newer be ittempfe0 4 oneifeels dizzy or ill. If this feeling is
.

. ,, f k,

6
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experienced whiTe on a ladder, the Worker'should never try to climb do

hurriedly. Draping the arms aroundthe rungs, and resting the head,against

the ladder is the safe procedure to foi4ow until the fe4iing of illness sub-

sides.
1

Before,a ladder Is used, the workplaceishfuld be examined for potential

hazards, suchlackNelectricil power lines inthe area or holes in thdrfloor.

Also, the ladder should be inspected before, during, and after use.

Several general safety procedurei apply to the use of all ladders:re-
.

gardless of type. For instance, safe climbing of a ladder requires two

hands and should not be attested wh115pcarrying tools or other materials.

Trying to climb ,.ladder While holding vakthing creates two hazards': (1) a

possible slip and fall, and (2) Vie objects that are being carried could be.

dropped, injuring someone below. To avoid these hazards, one end of a rope

snoild be tied around the waist and the other end around the material to be

'raised. The ladder can then be climbed, the rope used.to pull up thmate-
Cals.

Only oneworker should be on a ladder at atime. ladders art not de-

,,,.signed to support the weight of two peoples 9A worker should never attempt

to walk up or down the ladder while facing away from it.
Li .

ladder safety includes keeping, the stein and siderails of any lAdder

feee of grease, oil, and mud to prevent slipping accidents. Slipping haz-.:

%-rds can be further reduced by the worker.s'wearing shoes that have clean,

nonskid soles. Dirty, -greasy, or Slippery shoes are parOculaely dangerous

'on ladders. Also shoes with worn or loose heels are hazardau,s, because the

can Catch on the rungs, of the ladder and cause a fall. leaving tool s on the

rungs of. a ladder is another unsafe practice.

ACTIVITX 1:

1. Name two ways to reduce the number:,of accidents

occurring with ladders.

a.

b.

*Answers to Actit/ites appear on Page26.

Page 4/SHr4
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2. Name two physical disabilities that should exclude

4 workers from working ool,ladders.

a. /

013JECTIVE 2: Describe four types of 'portable ladderS

that 'are commonly used.

Ladders are cl4stified as either portable or fixed (permanently at-

tached to a structure). They can be made of wood, metal, or fiberglass.

Four types of portable ladders are shown in,Figure 1: the 'stepladder,

the single ladder, the sectional ladder, and the extension ladder.

a. Step ladder b. 'Single ladder C. Sectional ladder d Extension ladder

Figure 1. Four typo of portable ladders,

A stepladder (Figure la) is a self-supporting portable ladder that is

nonadjustable in length aQd h's flat steps and a hinged back. Small step-,

ladders v(those from 3-6 feet long) e commonly used arpun the home. Step-

ladders that are 6 to 12 feet long used for such thin as painting,

office use, or light industrial u Longer ladders (from 12 to 20 feet

long) are frequently used by utilities, contractors, and industries.

S
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Single, sectional, and extension ladders are also classified as
.

straight ladders. These three typet,'although portable, are not self-sup-p .

porting, which means they must be placed against a wall or other support. 4.

I.

. A single ladder,as shown in Figure lb, has a fixed length and'contains,

only,one section. A sectional .ladder (Figure 14 is nonadjustable in

length, butit contains two or more sections that may be combined to func-

tion as a single ladder. 'Pin:extension ladder, illustrated in .Figure ld, is

adjustable in length. It consists of two or more sections that travel id

140
'guides, or brackets; topermit length adjrIstment.

4 ACTIVITY 2:

List.qour types of-portable ladders that are commonly.

used and list thrde characteristics of each.

4.

OBJECTIVE 3:

ladder.

Name threg practices t9 avoid when using a

A self-supporting ladder, such as a stepladder, should never be leaned --

against a wall. If it is used in this way, the ladder will be awkward to

stand on, very unsteady, and likely to slip or tip, 9ausing a fall.

Before a stepladder is climbed, its legs must be completely spread and

placid to prevent slipping. Unstable ladders should be lashed or held in

position. The shelf or spreader braces should be locked (Figure la) to

prevent the laddtr from collapsing. A worker should never climb on the

braces on the, pack of a stepladder. These braces are not designed to sup-

port that kind of weight, but are used only to increase stability.

The higher a person climbs on'a stepladder, the less stable the lad

becomes. Consequently, it is important that the top rail never be used as a

step. For maximum safety, the top three steps should not be used for stand:
,

If more reach' is needed, a longer stepladder should be used.

Rage 6/SH-22
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Before a stepladder is used,-it should be thorough* examined fpr any

of the following defects:

Broken, loose or missing steps.

Split or broken-siderails.

Broken or missing spreaders.

Too light construction.'

Poor material (such as wood not being straight grained).

Lack of stability.

Loose hinges.

A ladder that has any, of the above, defects isf unsafe and should not be

used.

All steps of a stepladder must be parallel and le'vel to the ground when

the laddqr is in position for use. The distahce between each step must be

no more thin 12 inches and this spacing must be uniform throughbutNthe

length of the ladder. This even 'spacing is important so that the person ,

climbing cananticipate where the next step will be. ,

OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) standards all for

411 a minimum width of 11 1/2 inches from one siderail to,the other at the top

of the laddeF. From top to bottom, the siderails must spread at leastone

inch for each ,foot Othe ladder's length.

ACTIVITY 3:

1. ame two areas of a stepladder that should not be

used for climbing.\\

a.

b.

List five defects that might be found on a step-
.

ladder.

e
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

ti

SH-22/Page 7
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OBJECTIVE 4: List procedures for safe use of straight

ladders and,extension ladders.

All straight ladders, Whether onepiece or mul,ti-sectioned, should be

positioned with their bases one-quarter of heir'working ?length from the

-wall, as illustrated in Figure 2.

For example, a 'ladder wi5h a'working length of 24 feet 5 ld be placed

one-fourtb., that length - or feet - from thewall or suppo ing structure.

An easy way t2 estimate iihere the base of a

- LicictOr should be placed is to follow. this proce-

dureT (1) place the ladder on a firm, 144(el sur-

3 FT (1m) At' face and lean it against a solid suppOrt, (2) set

the distance of the base about one foot for every

four feet of the length of the ladder from where

it touches the olid support, (3) lace your4koes

on the safety feet of the ladder, (4) reach for-

Ward With both hands Jto grasp the siderails.of the

1.4.1/44.1

. Figure 2. 5Orrect
placement of a

straight ladder.

ladder.

s If the grasp is comfortable, the setting is

probably correct. If you had to lean forward: the

angle of the ladde\r is too flat. If you are not

at all extended an

rungs, the angle is

Placing aladde

will make the (adder

fall. If the base is

structure, the base, mtg

you can easily reach the

too ,steep.

top close to the support

nstable and l'kely.ta

oo far from the

t slip. Also.when a

ladder is placed withithe base too far from the st,uctUre, More stress and

weight are placed on the rails than they art digned tb supPrt. This

added stress could cause the,,rails to break. '

The bottom of a ladder should always rest on esolid surface to prevent
Alb

the ladder from slipping. or tilting.' The top should extend three feet above

the upper point of support as shown in Figure 2. The 'safe working length of

Page 8/SH-22 11
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to

a, straight ladder ie/10etd to 'the part of the ladder between the top and
..(

bottom points of upport. . If the- top of the, ladder that extends above the

uppersuppert is used (or climb'ng, too much downward pressure willbe' A

placed'on'the ladder, dewing t base.of the ladder+to lepushed outward:
.;.

Before using a straigh, t . 1.4der, ,check the steps or rungs for locAeness

and the siderails for weaknesS: A ladder :that has.a defective pa"rt must

fiever.be used. A straight ladatr 1* designed id be used in a vertical posi-

tiontion and should not be used'horiionkally as a scaffold. The rails, are not

strong enough tlksuppert a workerst weight. If the ladder used horizon=

tally, it'will probably crack ad.cause a fall. **
,

Recommended safeprocedures for pltcing 1-straight ladder for USR are

the following: -
a.

, a-

Do not placed ladder in front,of a,door that opens tiand the
ladder unless Tft door is locked.1 4

Do not-lean -a ;adder against a windowpane or, sash. (A b'Oard of

sufficient-Jength should be securel:to the back of the.top.of the
ladder to give support,on each side of the opening.)

Place the ladder so that 'both siderails have.a secure footing:

If-the ladder is -to lie placed againsi,a metal surfa ce, use.non-
sliO.safety feet on the siderails to prevent slipping.

Have another.worker steady the' ladder as you -climb up and down.,
l

Dosnot place'the top of the ladder against stacked materials
that could shift -and causea fall.:

Place barricades and warning signSFound the ladder to, protect
yRu- as well as_' those passing -ty.

i

..
, It is extremely hazardous fo strap straight ladders together to make a

longer ladder. 'A )adder designed for the required height should, be used.

Exteion ladders are more danserous than ,,A
'fher Straight Leders, primarily,because they ar

u ed at greater heights; and the greater the

, height:the farther the ,fall.- tilus;.the worse the
.,

injury..Use of an extension ladder over 60feet'

-in heigpt is prohibited b OSHA.
. ,

,The upper section of an'extension ladder .

. . .

Figure 3r Nonslip rests on the lower section. For proper' support,
safety Jeet.

. the overlap of the top section must be a-

SH-22/Page 9
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Y

minimum arthree feet on a ladder 36,feet long and four feet on
. 4 ,

. ldder extended over 36 and under 48 feet; and,five feet on a ladder :, -

extended over 48. An extension ladder should never be adjusted' while anyone
a )

-is on ft. 1
4. , I .

.To.safely set up an extension ladder, the base must first bOecured

from sligping,'and then the top may be raised to a vertical position, as

' shown in_Figure
.

4. While the ladder is in a vertical position, it Should be

' walked to the place desired (Figure 4), and then extended to the required

height. A heavy extension- ladder should never, be raised without nelp.
A

`,Extension ladders, should always be checked carefully before use.to en-

sure tliat the.extensioq Ocks Work prqpery. The ropes for raising.and--(-1,

a. b..

Figure 4. Raising an extension,ladder.
,

lowering. the extension sections should be in good condition so they will not

break, allowing a section to fall' lack and cause an injury. the ladder

should have"non;lipsafety feet, as illustrated in Figure 3, or' be tied at
r

.the base td peep it from Slippi ng.

When using any portable ladder, whether self-supporting or not, avoid

reaching too far to the side. It may take a few more seconds to climb down

and move the ladder, but it could prevent a serious accident.

Page 10 jSH-2i
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CAUTION
DO NOT U4E NEAR

PELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
,.....,

conductive material, such as fiberglass,
. .

Figure 5. Decals warn workers should be used around electrical equip,
of hazardsNcf metal ladders.

merit.

Decals similar to the one 4n Figure 5(warning workers of the hazard of

,ustng metal liddes arou64 eleCtrical equipment, should be placed.at eye
level on the inside of the ladder's siderails.

Whef potitioning a Iptal ladder, it

.is particularly important to avoid plac-

ing khe ladder near electrical equipment

or power lines. Contact with energized

lines result in an electrical shock.

Only ladders made of w6bd or other non-.

ACTIVITY 4:
0

1. If the working length ofoa straight ladder is 20

feet, name the distance the base should be placed

from the structure the ladder is leaning against.

s

2. List thrleasteps in safely setting up Sao extension

ladder.

.

b.

c.

'Extenson ladders should be checked to ensure what

two things:

a.

b.

I
*

:OBJECTIVE s; State four features of the correct storage

of ladders.
.

-

-J

4'

An important part of portable ladder safety is the care that the ladder

receives when it is not in use. When a new l'adder arrives at the workplace,

1 4 SH-:22/Page 11
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it should be inspected for material defects that could cause the ladder to

break, such as the following:

P.'tch pockets - an opening, extending parallel to the annual
growth rings, containing either solid or liquid pitch.

Knots - a branch or limb embedded in the tree and cut through in
. the manufacturing process.

CROSS grain - a deviation of the fiber direction from a line
parallel to the sides of the piece.

Compression failure -Pa deformation. or buckling of the fibers
due to excessive compresSion along the grain,

,

If an inspection shows that the.ladders free of defects,the ladder

shoilld be coated with a transparent varnish, shellac, or other c131r:peefter-

vative. 0

When not in use, ladders, particularly wooden ladders, should be stored

in a well-ventilated area away from damp places, heaters, radiators, and

steavipet that could cause ,warping.,

adders should never be left lying about the work area where someone

might trip over them. They should be stored where they are out of the way,

yet easily accessible. Rather than being stored flat, ladders should be

placed on the side on racks, or suspended on brackets against a wall. Long

ladders should be sdtpended by more than two bradkets to prevent warping.

A ladder should not be subjected'to falls or severe shocks tha could

weaken it. Ladders must be inspected monthly and any noted defects repaired

immediately. If the ladder, cannot be repaired, it must be destroyed. 'A- de-

fective ladder must never be left Where a - person urrawar -e of the hazard might

pick it up and use it.

ACTIVITY 5:

.ascribe how a ladder should be stored, including the

condition of the storage area and the two methods of

hanging it.

Page-3 2/SH-22
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OBJECTIVE & ;Describe- three types of protection that

can be used 'AO fix141%dders to prevent a worker's un-

interrupted fall.

r
-*

A.fixed adder, as. illustrated in FiguPe 6, isane that is permanently

attached to a structure and.As -positioned vertically. As with portable lad-

ders, a fixed ladder can be either wood or;metal, with the rungs spaced

more than 12 inches apart. The minimum clear length of
I
rings or cleats

fixed ladder must be et least..16 inches. The top and bottom of a erZed

der must be firmly anchored,.and intermediate support's must be provided

keep,the ladder from wobblinh.

1.
INTERMEDIATE

SUPPORTS

RUNOt -

SLOE RAILS

Figure 6. A fixed ladder.

not

of a

lad-

to

Fixed/ladders are subject to

damage from vehicle traffic at their

bases and frolkdeterieration due to

constant exposA to the weathef...

Therefore, they should be inspected

egulat'ly to ensure that the

anchoring points from top to bottom

are secure, and that the siderils
. v
and rungs are not loose, worn, or

dame d. Metal ladders must be

inspected for rust and corrosion,

which will weaken the laddrr, and

forapy sharp edges that could cause -

injury to a worker. -Worn or damaged

parts shoulldAte reported and

repaired before the:radder is used.'

OSHA standards require that a

fixed ladder more than 20.feet high

be equipped with with a cage (F.igure

7) or a ladder safety device. For

fultprotection, however, cages or

safety devices should be installed even onshorter.fixed ladders.

!

44 SH-22/Page 13
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RIVET OR WELD

A cage or safety devi-ce will

stop a fall to ground levq. It a

yorkerhould fall backw404 or

away from the ladder, the cage

will provide sqmething to break

the fall and allow, the former

position to be regained.

'A-fixed ladder cage should

begin seven feet above ground to

allow room for workers on vehiclet

to pass under it. It should

,extend to at least three and a

half feet above the top landing to

protect the workers Until they are

actually on the landing.x.
2 A safety cage must be no less

than 27 inches in diameter so that

it allows room for easy up and

down passage. At the same time,

Figv 7. Fixed ladder with cage. it must be ,close enough to the

ladder to prevent a dahgerous all

against the cage itself.

A ladder safety device, such as asafety belt with a friction brake

rk, will alseprotect a worker from an interrupted fall. Figure 8 shows.

one type of ladder safety device. Any safety device cannot afford much

proteCtIonsunless the worker wears the device. Consequently, unless both

the employer and yeemployee realize the need for safety2devices and the

workrulesfor wearing them is strictly enforced, a cage would be better

A protection.. . /'
1

Fixed ladders are also required to have landing platforms provided for-

each 30 feet of height if the ladder is more than 20 feet, high. Thls

l7
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r
Figure 8. A safety belt. .

requirement does not apply, tloweverl ii

cases where a ladder safety device is
4

used on a tower, water tank,. or chimney ,.

ladder. A landing platform servet two

purposes: (1) it is a means of inter-

rupting a free fall, and (2) it, pro:

vides a resting place for workers du -

ing rang climbs". For maximuyi saf tY,

It is a good idea to install a cage or

,safety device even when platforms are

provided.

ylatforms should be at least 24 inches long and 30 inches wtde.and must

',be equipped with sturdy guicdrails that include midrails and toeboards.

Guardrails must be made of structural steel and be able to withstand at .

) least, 209 pounds, of pressure applied to the top rail. Toeboards are 4-inch
. ,,,,

high barriers that are secured at.nO more' than 1/4 inch above platform level

around all open sides of the platform. The use of a toeboard will prevent
. .

4

materials,from being kicked off the floor of the platform.

I
GUnr)R4, LING
3 2 MIN`

LADDER EXTENSION
11 2 PAIN

20 MAX
30 WITH CAGE,

MAX7
1 2 Wee

STEW- ACROSS
DISTANCE

Figdre 9. Fixed ladder with
, sections between

4(--4 platform offsets.

If a fixed ladder is equipped with

platforms, eaN section of the ladder

must be offset from the next, as illu-

strated in Figure 9; to further protect

the worker from an uninterrupted fall.

In order.to ensure a safe foot-

hold, there must be at least a seven-
C

inch clearance space between the rungs

s of a fixed ladder and the surface'to

which the ladder is attached. The

step' - across distance to the structure

or to another section of the ladder

must not be less than two and A

half inches Or more than 12

a/ inches. Theie standards help prevent loss, of balance and falling as you

step from the ladder, to the structure.%

'
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least 200 pounds of pressure applied to the top rail. Toeboards are 4-inch

high barriers that are secured at no more than 1/4 inch above platform level

around all open sides of the platform.' The use of a toeboard willprevint

materials from being kicked off the'floor of the platform.

If a fixed ladder is equipped with platforms, each.seeioh of the

ladder, must be offset 'frop the next, as!illystrated in igure 9, to further

protect the worker from an uninterrupted fail.

In order to ensure-a safe foothold, there must be at least a seven-inch

clearance space between the rungt of a fined laddersan the surface to ,which

the%ladder is attached. 'Toe step-across distance to he structure or to

another section of the ladder must not be less than two and a half inches or

more than 12 inches; These Itartdards help' prevent loss of balance and

falling Ss you Step from the ladder to the structure.P

ACTIVITY :
List three' types of.protection that can be Used with

fixed ladders to prevent a worker's uninterrupted. fall,
'"101141010'

and one feature of each,.

1.

2.
It

4.

OBJECTIVE 7:

scaffolds.

me four hazards connec d with .'
r

a:scaffold is a temporary,,elevatedplateorm designed to hold workers

and their materials. Anytime 'something is erected as a temporary structure,

it is more hazardpus than a.permanrnt structure, which has been tested,

inspected, and maintained regularly'. The fact that scaffOds are, elevated

also presents safety problems. On a scaffold, workers are 'subject to

serious injuries from 'falls, and workers ,below the- scaffold are exp9sed to ;

injurie from objects accidentallyairopped.

'S affolds must be firmly 'constructed' and strong enough to support four '\

ti s the maximum. intended load; that is, four times the expected maximum.,

w ight of the workers and the Materials that Will be on,the platform.

Page 16/SH-22
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fe footing4for ascaffOld should be constructed.ofSound, *rigid mate-

pal and be capgb)e of carrying the maximum intended load without settling

disOlaCement. Un'stable objects, such as`boxes, or loose bricks Or coo-
1,

-4Tete,,shoud,nelier be used to support a scaffold, as they could pAsibly.

givol.wayt causing the scaffolding and workers to fall.
.

The working platform must have planks that are laid with their edges

close.enoUghtogether that no tools or materials can slip through...and per-,

haps Wike,someone below. A four-inch-high toebodrd around the exposed

-edges of the working platform will also prevent materials from being knocked
I -

over the edge. The planks ofi4 a Rlaform must sltionly a 'distance of six to

.1¢ feet without support, depending upon the type and width of the plank '-

used. Plank ends must be overlapped at least 12 inches, so that the planks

will not move when soMeone walks on them. Scaffold planks must not extend
)

more than 18 inches, or less than six inches, beyond the end sufTorts.. If

then plans extend more than 18 inches,,the worker riski,walking on 'unsup-

ported plank ends. At least a six-inch extension is needed to keephe

planks frch slipping .off the support.

OSHA,requires that guardrails with mtdrails.and toeboards be installed

around the open sides of a.workingPlatforM that js over 10 feet from the

ground. However, it is a good=safety practice to e(.ect a standard guardrail,

around any elevated working surface. The guardrail will prevent workers

from accidentally steppiAg Or falling off the platform. Where persons are,,

required to walk 'or work under scaffolds,)a screen should be plated along

the entire openicg between the toeboard and the midrail or to rail, to ,pre=

vent materials from being knocked off the scafTold.

AnCtmportailt point to remember when erecting a. scaffold is that power

lines near scaffolds are dangerous. If a scaffold must,be set up near elec-

e

Irfc power lines, it must 'be done only after the power company has turned

iff the electricity.

Safe construction. of p scaffold will pot ensure its safety. Safe use

is also necessary to prevent' seri-own:arid 'often fatal injuries that result

from falls from a scaffold. Safe use means keeping the work platform clear

of tools, materials, and debris, that a worker might trip over. All scaffold'

parts,. especially- the platforM,'should be kept free of ice, snow; oil,

r SH-22/Page 17
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grease, and other slippery sUeStances.
Scaffolds should.be inspected peri-

4
odically for structural damage,and rust.

Damaged'scaffolsis'should be re-
- .

paired before use.,

t "
,

41
Caution must be used when raising

materials, toots,, and equipment tothe working platform, to avoid dropping items onto someone working below the4 4scaffold. A line.should be attached to the load tolzeep it from swingingand striking a worker or dama§ing the scaffold.
A safe means of access to the scaffold must ble provided. In some in-. stances, the.scaffold can be reached from floors that are adlacentto thescaffold. If this' is nottthe case, a ladder that copf litis to the standardsmentioned earlier in this module must be Used ..,

1

ACTIVITY 7:

1. Name two features of a scaffold that contribute to
' its being hazardous.

11

a.

b.

2. Fill in the blanks.

a. Safe use of a scaffold means keeping the work
platform clear of

and debris. '

b. Caution must be
used.when,raisinggitems to the

working platform to

anything onto workers below.
c. A

should be attached to the load
Ao keep it from

taw
OBJECTIVg S: (Define three types of scaffold.,

Most scaffolds can be classed in one of 'three groups: built-up,'roll-
.

ing, of suspended. All scatfo]ds shouldOe designed by a professional engi-neer:, and should not be assembled frka
makeshift fashton. Any flaw in thedesign of a scaffold could cause it to collapse.

Page 18 /SH-22
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A built-up scaffold is calr4 "built-up" because it is built up higher

as the work progresses. It can be made of either wood or metal. It is im-

portant that, the footiing On a built-up scaffold be sound, rigid, and strong

enough t 'support, without settling or shifting, a load four times'the maxi-

mum inte ded load., "Unstable objects, such asbarrels,'boxes, or loose
,.

bricks, shtfuld never be used as support for scaffolds or planks, because-A
\

(
they could slip and cause the scaffoldihg and worker to fall. kg

. Built-up scaffolds, as illustrated

t in Figure 10, must have'-4rtical members

-.

ti
BUILT-IN

Nit
,A

STAIRS 114111i onal br4cing will-keep the scaffold

t .:741gair

erect, )evel, andrigid.

according to their loading capacity.

,Built-up scaffolds are classified \.

0 1114 4 This classificatin is important because

PLATFORM k 11 1,19 it enables the correct Choi-ce of a

that are straight up and down, and hori-
.

zontal members that are level. A

CROSS built-u0 scaffold could collapse under
BRACING

an uneven load. Cross-bracing, or diag-

FIXED

Figure 10. A built-up scaffold.

foldfold approOriate to the job and also

provid4 a means for recogniVng danger-

ous overloading.

Built-up scaffolds designed for light duty can handle a maximum load of

25 pounds per square foot of platform surface. Light-duty scaffolds are

safe only for a limited number of jobs. Workers must be particularly care-

ful when working on this type of scaffold because it can be easily over-

loaded..

A medium-duty, built-up scaffold can handle a maximum of 50 pounds per

sqUare foot of working surfafe, and a heavy -duty scaffold can handle a 75-

, pound lqad per square foot. One point that'requires mentioning is that all

maximum iptended load figures are based on evenly distributed ltoads.

The loading capcityof a built-up scaffold can be determined by the t

spacing of its support's. The following are-spacing requirements for 2 x 10

commercial size lumber:

I-

I

22.,
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Fora light-duty scaffold, the supports are spaced not more than
10 feet apart along the length of the scaffold.

For a medium-duty scaffold, supports are spaded not more than 8
feet apart.

For a Heavy-duty'scaffold, supports are'spaced not more than 6
feet ap \rt.

The maximum safe load of a(scaffold is determined by4:measu.ring its

platform area and multiplying'the area by the platform's capacity per square

foot. For example, if the, platform of a medium-duty scaffold measures'five

feet by eight feet, it will support up to 2,00 pounds, because a aedium-i

duty scaffold has a maximum capacity of 50 pounds per square foofs However,

this load must be evenly distribtted, not concentrated in, one area"of the

platform.

1. Fill /in the blanks.

,a. A built-up scaffold is so called because it is

as the work

ACTIVITY 8:

b. ,Built -up scaffolds' can be classified according

to their

c. Light-duty scaffolds are s e for a maximum

load of per square foot

g of platform surface.

d. All'maximum.load figures Age based on

loads.

Name three types of scaffold.

a.

b.

c.

.

OBJECTIVE 9: Define rolling scaffolds and list three

safety .rules that apply to them.

&rolling, or mobile, scaffold (Illustrated in_Figure 11) is similar%to

built-up scaffold, except that its is- mounted on wheels. The safety

Page 20 /SH-22 23
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.11

GUARDRAIL

SMALLEST
BASE

LOCKING

WHEELS

Figure 11. A rolling, or
mobile scaffold.

fl,

requiremdnts that apply to built-Op

scaffolds also apply to rolling scaf-

folds. Some additional regulations

apply eciuse of the rolling scaffold's

Mobililty. .

A rolling scaffoig can be a very

dangerous piece of equipment if not

s\'

roperly used. It should never be

t eated as i toy by workers who.Might
.

attempt to ride it. /---
, .

When a rolling scaffold is moved,

all tools, equipment, and Workers must

first be removed from the platform to

Oreventjalling.accidents. The floor

that the scaffold will be moved along

thould be level and free of obstruc-

tions. Overhead obstructions should .

also be watched for. OnCe the scaffold has been Oositioned, the wheeisipust

be locked to prevent any sudden movement of the scaffolt.

Rolling scaffolds must have design and construction features that will

prevent their tipping. For example, the height "of the working platform must

not exceed four times the smallest dimension of the boe: In other words,

if the base of a rolling scaffold is eight*feet by ten feet, the maximum

height at which_the scaffold can be used is 32 feet, which is four times the

smallest dimension of the base (eight feet).

ACTIVITY 9:

1. List two procedures that must be.carriad out when

moving a rolling scaffold.

a.

24
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2: Name the'rule used for determining the maximum

height at whiCh a rolling scaffold can be used.

-,-------1111JECTIVE 10: Des suspension scaffordand three

safety procedures that relate

The third type of scaffold is the suspension scaffold. Ther -aretwo

basic styles of,suspension scaffolds. 40- The first is the two-point suspension

scaffold, sometimes callIA the swinging, or stage scaffold. It is designed
f

only for light-duty use,'and is primarily for, workers,using hand tools. The

two-point suspenston scaffold is suspended from the roof by roof irons or

hooks.

The second style of suspension scaffold is the multiple-point suspen-

sion scaffold. This type is used for heavy-duty work and is designed to

handle work loads of not more than 50 pounds per square foot. The work
/

platform is supported by wire ropes suspended from overhead outrigger

beams. The outrigger beam (Figure 12) must be at least 15 feet long and

should not extend more than six and a half feet beyond the bearing point.

The,obtrigger beams. must be made of structural metal, with the inside ed

anchored to the frame or floor syst of the building by large U-bolts and

anchor plates:.

Because sulgension.scaffolds can swing and move in the wind, the plat-

form must be tie to the building while weikers are on it..

All suspended scaffolds are hung from either fiber or wire ropes.

These ropes must meet safety requirements. Any rope used for scaffold sus-

4 pension must be able to support six times the intended load, which includes

the weight of the scaffold itself, as well as any workers or materials it

carries.

25
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Figure 12. A powered'suspension scaffold.

Ropes supporting a swinging scaffold should becomparable to first

grade manila fiber (not, less than 3/4 inch in diameter). T st tie prop-

erly rigged into a set of'six-inch blocks consisting of at least one dou

and one single block. If the scaffold is to be used with acids, torches,or . '

open flames that will weaken manila rope, then wire rope, not less than 9/16

inch'in diameter, must be used. Where wire rope is used, a hoisting mechad

isn must beprovided on the end of the scaffold platform.

Rope needs to be carefully checked for damage each time it is

otherwise the damage will not -be discovered until it is too late. Che Icing

can be done by twisting the rope until the strands spread apart: If there 1

is a powdery appearance or broken strands, the rope is damaged and must be

thrown' away. Knots_and kinks taUse damage to a rope and should be avoided.

If usage requila that a ropebe continuously twisted fin one direction, com-

ensating turnsHin the opposite direction should be made to avoid damage be

the rope. When not in use, rope should be stored in dry, well-ventilated

areas away from
;

extreme temperaturls, humidity; or dryness. A damp rope

will rot, and a dry rope will become brittle, thus losing iXs strength and

durability.
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Most suspended scaffolds-are raised and lowered with some type of

hoisting mechanism. This mechanism must be checked before each use to make

certain is operating safely. There should always be at-least three turns

of rope left,on tO hoisting drum, to reduce the fort exerted on the rope
.

where it connects with thedrum. This measure will les%en the pcissibility

of the rope'slipping from-the drum and breaking.

As with any elevated working surface, the platform of a suspended caf-

fdld mufbe equipped with a standard guardrailrand toeboard, and ov head,

protection where needed to protect workers from being hit by falli ob-

jects.-

Scaffold. planks should be inspected before each use to ensure their

safety. :Some workers proof -test, their scaffold prlowering it to just9tove

the groundband loading it with a load several times as great as the intended

. load. This method of testing planksZ,not.recommended, because it may

cause damage to the platform that reoainPconeealed until the planks fail.

There are visible signs indicating that planks are unsafe. Some of fhe

rsigns are large loots, excessive grain slope.,_and clec4. Any plank that

contains,,these or other defectt should be discarded%

Safety procedures for scaffold use CidVnot end with a guarantee that a

scaffold is safe.
.

Many falls and serious injuries have occurred from ex-

tremely safe scaffolds, because the workers were'not protected by safety de-

vices.vices. Any worker on a suspended scaffold must wear a safety belt and lan-
.

The lanyard must be fa8ened either to a substantial member of the-

y I. Structo4'to which, the scaffold is suspended, or to a securely rigged life-
,

line that will safely support the worker if he or she falls or ff the scaf-

fold falls. .A la should'oever be attached to the scaffold itself, or

there will'be no prote tion for the worker if the scaffold falls., The life-
,

'Vine must, be entirely separatt from the scaffold and must reach the ground,

as irUstrated !n Figure 13.

A fall to 1 lower level is one of t e most dangerous accidents in a

workplate. .1.1.0 fact plus the fact that caffolds' are normally used at

mat heighti' Makes it necessary that OF scaffolds, whether built-up,

bile, or suspended,be properly constr ted, used, and maintained to

ensure their safe use and the safety of workers who use them.
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SAFETY BELT ROPE

FASTENED TO LIFE LINE.

LIFE LINES EXTENDING

TO*GROUND

r

FREE LINE

)

4
A

9
h Figure 13. Suspen ion scaffold with lanyard and

411,
mmlimmoim. ACTIVITY 10:rd

1. Name two types of suspension scaffolds.

.a. -4

b.

2: Name two places. to 0/6-a worker's lanyardcan be

attached.-

b.

2 8
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ANSWERS TO
r
VTIvRiES .

ACTIVITY 1

a. Eliminate the use of unsafe -ladders.

b. Eliminate unsafe acts on ladders.

2. a. Any serious heart condition.
,

b. A severe hearing impairment.

ACTIVITY 2

dir

1. A stepladder 0 portable, nonadjustableand seif-sUpporting.

2. , A single ladder - pto table, nonadjustable jn length and contains only
one section. A r 6

3. A sectional ladder - portable, nonadjustable. in length, with two or I

more sections that can be combined to function as a single ladder.

4. Extension ladder portable, adjustable in.lefigth, with two or more
sections that tr vel in brackets.'

Page 26/SH*22
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ACTIVITY 3

1.

2.

a. The top step oY thestepladder.

b. The back of 'the steldder.

Any five:

a. Broken, loose, or missing steps.

b. Split or brokenisiderails.

c. Broken. or miSsng spreaders.

d. Too light'construction.11
,

e. Podr matenil (such as wood not being straight grained).

f. Loose hinSis,t.

ACTIVITY 4

'1. Five feet.

2. a: Secure ttie bise.

b. ,Raise the to td a ,fiertical position.

C. Walk the ladder into place.

3. Any two:

a. That extension locks work properly,

b. That ropes for raising and lowering the sections are in good

condition.

c. That it has safety feet.

:ACTIVITY 5
. ,

ladder should be stored in a well-ventilated area away from damp
-places, heaters, radiators, add steam pipes that could cause warping.

2. A ladder can bWsuPported.along its entire length to prevent sagging; a
lacider can behung from the top..

ACTIVITY '6 ' '

2 /

1. A cage -.beginC7 feet above ground; reaches to 3 1/2 feet above the .-

top of the structure; is at least 27" in diameter (any one).

2. A platform - 'Musk be. at least 24"-A 30"; must have guardrails,
migails, nd-tdkboaftdS.

3. A safety device, belt:}las a friction belt.

3(1
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ACTIVITY 7

1. a. A'scaffold Is temporary.
.

b. A scaffNd,is .elevated.

2. a., Tools, materials.

b. Avoid dropping.

c. Lfne,-swinging.

ACTIVITY 8

1. a. built-up higher; progresses.

b. loading capacity.

c. 25 pounds per square foot.

d. evenly distributed.
,

2. built-60, rolling, suspended (suspension).

ACTIVITY 9

1. Any two.

a. All tools, equipment, and workers must be removed froib' the
'Platform.

b. Overhead obstructions should be watched out for.

c. The floor the scaffold will be moved along should be level and
free of obstruitions.

2. The maximum height at which a rolling scaffold may be used must not
exceed-four times the smallest division of the base. (If a. scaffold is
8' x 10', the maximum height at which the scaffold can be used is 32
feet.)

ACTIVITY 10

1. a. Two-point (sIgingAy or stage) suspen'sion scaffold.

b. Multiple -point suspension spffold.

2. a. A securely rigged lifeline.

b. A solid part, of,,thetructure.
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